
- You can swing the mic boom down and  swing
   it back without re-adjustment. (You can adjust,
   the boom length in & out of the earcup too.....).

 For 58cms head, fit 2 pads  For 56cms head, fit 3 pads For 60cms head, fit 1 pad

For all our �UNIVERSAL FIT� helmets, no extra pads are needed for  head sizes 62/64cms, and the pad fits below are a guide for fitting smaller heads:-

1. Hold a tape measure
    over the eyebrows

2. Get  a friend to measure round
your head the longest way, to 1cm

4. Alternatively, you can ask for a
�UNIVERSAL FIT� helmet and
a PADOM4 fitting pad set.
This lets you fit all your crew with
whatever head size is needed:

 3. Note: This measurement
is your EN960 Euro head size
in cm whch you should ask us for.
However, if you think you have an
exceptionally  �long� or �wide� head,
please tell us.
Your perfect helmet fit may then
be a size larger, with side or front
fitting pads.

 Finding your head size and the correct Comunica OMEGA4 helmet size for you to
order :

 For 54cms. fit 4 pads

You can also ask for separate pads......

PAD/ROUND PAD/VELCROPAD/CURVED

 Donning your OMEGA4 and adjusting the microphone and mic boom:

- Put your fingers through the �donning loops�,
  pulling the earcups to the sides.
- Holding the straps apart, pull the helmet down on
  to your head by the donning loops.
- Rock the helmet to-fro to settle the earcups
  comfortably over your ears.

- Bend the mic boom round so that
  the mic muff is facing you as shown,
  and just in front of your mouth. (To
  check the FRONT of the mic, feel
  through the muff for a sharp peg
  inside it, just along the boom. This
 should point toward you).
- To adjust the mic angle to vertical,
  twist the boom WHERE IT ENTERS
 THE  EARCUP. (Don�t twist the mic itself).

BMUFF
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OM4PADFIT  110510

SMUFF
 Replacement
 mic muffs.

PADOM4
PADOM4 fitting pad set

 When choosing your fitting pads, first
make sure your strap fits comfortably and
firmly under the chin. Choose ROUND pads
at the top of the helmet to adjust this.

Then check your helmet fit �fore and aft�,
fitting CURVED pads to comfortably fill up
any space, like the pictures.
(�Front� CURVED pads fit on your brow, �aft�
CURVED pads fit low down inside the back
of the helmet).

OMBAG tough
padded helmet bag


